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MARKETS
Three things…

The ZEW survey of forward-looking German investor sentiment popped
sharply higher, rising more than 12 points to 71.5 (mkt 58.0). Think tank
president Achim Wambach said, “Hopes for a speedy recovery have
continued to grow.” We must note that the Current Conditions Index
slipped further into negative territory, from -80.9 to -81.3 (mkt -68.0).
Much of the improvement in outlook stems from the EU’s many economic,
fiscal and monetary agreements, most of which are aimed at tiding over
the more fragile economies, and many if not all of the EU’s hardest hit
workers. Euro briefly tested $1.1800 this morning on this news, while the
German DAX rallied more than 2.5% and is holding most of those gains
at mid-session.
The UK, on the other hand, reported their worst employment data in 10
years. Payrolls are down nearly 750 since March. Despite this fact, the
official Unemployment Rate held at only up to 3.9%, as the UK is using
slightly different metrics than the US to track Unemployment during the
lockdowns. However, this may also reflect the fact that more people have
largely given up looking for work whatsoever, so are not considered
unemployed. The data also count some 300k people who are working,
but not receiving any pay. Nonetheless, the FTSE is up more than 2.0%
today, while the Pound has inched back above $1.3100. Good news is
good news, and apparently so is bad news.
In the US, Producer Prices surprised most economists today, rising 0.6%
in July (mkt +0.2%), the biggest monthly increase since Oct 2018. For the
year, PPI slipped -0.4% (mkt -0.8%) mostly due to a 5.3% surge in
wholesale energy prices. Ex-food and energy, Core PPI still rose a solid
0.5% (mkt +0.1%). A Reuters news article today asked the question,
“Does $20 Trillion buy much inflation?” Apparently, the answer is no. No
matter how much money is flooded into the systems, no matter how many
cheap, or free forgiven loans are made to corporations to maintain
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payrolls, and no matter how high the stock markets go, consumers will
not go back to stores until they feel it’s safe to do so, diners will not return
to sit-down restaurants until they feel staff and diners are safe. And until
all this consumer activity returns to something that approximates normal,
we are not likely to see any hint of inflation anytime soon.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
The dollar is trading lower this morning with the DXY dollar index trading
lower at 93.236.  Equities are higher possibly on news that Russia has
developed a vaccine it says is safe.  The regulatory approval of the
vaccine comes after less than 2 months of human testing and is being
hailed as evidence of Russia’s scientific prowess.  It is expected to go into
mass production by the end of the year.  President Trump will be briefed
on vaccine efforts in the US and is expected to make a public update.  The
dollar index has declined over 10% since mid-March after the Fed came in
and flooded markets with liquidity, which is a good thing with respect to the
global economy.  The selloff in the DXY is largely due to a rise in the euro
as the index is heavily weighted towards the euro as real rates in the US
rallied.  As the global economy recovers, there’s been a switch with oil
currencies and EM FX taking rallying.  JPM in a note to clients expects the
euro to reach 1.2500 against the dollar this year and head over 1.3000
next year.  The forecast comes as IMM positioning shows record long euro
positions.  Stimulus talks in the US show the two sides to be still far apart. 
It should be noted that betting markets have increased the odds of
President Trump winning the election from 38% a week ago to 45%. 
President Trump has floated the idea of a capital gains tax cut, which
would be achieved by indexing capital gains to inflation.  US-China
tensions remain at a simmer, President Trump again said that the Phase 1
deal means very little to him and in a Fox radio interview he said that he
used to have a very good relationship with China’s Xi but he doesn’t feel
the same way now and hasn’t spoken to him in a long time.  There are
also reports that China will increase their purchases of soybeans from the
US and is expected to buy around 8 Mln tons of beans per month from the
US.  The reports come ahead of an August 15th meeting to review the
Phase 1 deal.  Gold prices are collapsing with the price of gold down $72
to $1955.35; the biggest drop in more than 7 years, again possibly on the
vaccine news.  Oil prices are up 1.8% to $42.78.  On the economic front,
US small business optimism slipped to 98.8 against expectations for 100.5
with participants pointing to higher uncertainty and fewer expected the
economy to improve or sales to increase, though they said lower interest
rates meant they could borrow as needed.  PPI rose 0.5% exceeding
expectations for a rise of 0.1%.  A little like a tree falling in the forest,
market attention is elsewhere.

The offshore Chinese yuan is trading at 6.9420.  China’s money and
credit growth both came in slightly lower than expected, and total social
financing rising to 1.69 Tln compared to expectations for a rise of 1.85
Tln.  In general, this seems consistent with policy goals to dial back the
level of accommodation.  This is reflected in China’s housing sector which
has shown signs of weakening momentum over the past couple of
weeks. 
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The euro is trading at 1.1785.  Germany’s ZEW investor expectations
index came in mixed but showed optimism.  The expectations index rose
12 pts to 71.5, but the current conditions index showed little
improvement.  The details show that inflation expectations are rising
across all economic regions though long-term interest expectations are
virtually unchanged.  Expectations for equity prices also rose.  Investors
remain confident that the rebound will continue which is good news.

GLOBAL MARKETS

Risk on trading and rising investors sentiment seem to dominate markets
today. The Dollar and gold are both lower, as are global bond prices,
while most stock markets, ex-China and NASDAQ, are posting solid
gains. The biggest outlier to this general risk-on sentiment is the
Japanese Yen, down 0.4% today, but countering this is the Swiss Franc,
the other safe-haven FX.
In general, equities seem for the most part to discount the negative news,
focusing solely on the positives, our opening a good case in point. And
when there is bad news, the spin seems to be that will further encourage
more stimulus. And we all know that free money, no matter the source or
reason, is good for stocks.
Later today, we get the first of this month’s refunding, some $48 Bln of 3-
year notes. With a current yield of just 0.17%, this is a real bargain for the
US Treasury. With the Fed’s virtual promise NOT to deploy Negative
Interest Rates, it’s hard to see how this is much of a bargain for investors.
Global crude prices have rallied for the second day in a row. WTI has
gained $1.00, or more than 2% to $42.94, while Brent Crude added 80-
cents to $45.79. News from the White House that the Congressional
Democrats have reached out to him on a relief package seemed to boost
sentiment. OPEC officials have also noted the seeming rebound in Asian
demand. European stock market rallies are also fueling positive
sentiment in crude markets today, as European auto makers are on the
rise, after very good reports from sales in China. And last, while US air
travel remains well below year ago levels, down some 80%, airline traffic
in June doubled from May, a fundamental increase in demand for fuels.
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